Refrigerants

HCFC Air Conditioning Retrofit Guidelines
HCFC-22 to Genetron® 422D

Safety Tips
1. Never mix refrigerants in a refrigeration system or recovery
cylinder. Any refrigerant mixing creates a non-reclaimable
mixture that will cost you or your customer more money in
disposal fees.
2. Never leak-test a system using air, oxygen or other oxidizing
materials. When combined with HFCs and HFC/Hydrocarbon
Blends under pressure, these mixtures can become combustible.
3. Always read the label and Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS)
before working with the refrigerant(s).
4. Never “top-off” a system with a refrigerant other than what is
already in that system. If you aren’t sure what’s in a system, either
recover the full charge or have the refrigerant tested.
5. Always make sure systems you work on are properly labeled with
the refrigerant and oil when you leave.
6. Do not store refrigerant cylinders in direct sunlight or in areas
where temperatures could exceed 125° F or 51.7° C.
7. Keep smaller cylinders from becoming a rolling hazard by
keeping them in their cartons while storing or transporting them.
8. Always recover the contents of non-refillable refrigerant
cylinders to 0 psig or less before disposing of them. Whenever
possible, recycle non-refillable cylinders at a local metal
recycling center or scrapyard.
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Preface
HCFC-22 is a high capacity, efficient
refrigerant employed in a significant
number of air conditioning systems.
The majority of these systems utilize
mineral oil lubricants. Due to the
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phase-out of HCFCs, facility owners
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are considering retrofitting their
mechanical systems to alternative
refrigerant blends. The selection of a
retrofit fluid depends, in part, upon
retrofit objectives that may include
factors such as efficiency, first
cost, global warming potential and
capacity. By following equipment
manufacturer’s recommendations
and Honeywell’s guidelines
outlined in this publication, service
technicians can readily retrofit many
existing air conditioning systems to
Genetron 422D.

Introduction
As the air conditioning industry continues to move away from the use of
HCFCs, refrigerant service personnel will play a key role in the transition to HFC
alternatives through retrofitting. Honeywell has produced this guide to help
service technicians better understand the various technical and operational
aspects of carrying out retrofit procedures using Honeywell Genetron® 422D.
Although this information can be helpful as a general guide, it should
not be used as a substitute for the equipment manufacturer’s specific
recommendations. Also, retrofitting should be considered system specific.
Since systems can differ in condition and configuration, retrofit actions
applied to one system will not necessarily result in the same level of success in
another system.
For this reason, Honeywell strongly recommends contacting the equipment
manufacturer for detailed information on retrofitting the specific model under
consideration. Also, refer to the Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS) for safety
information on the specific Genetron® refrigerant you will use.

Genetron HFC Refrigerants
Genetron 422D is an HFC refrigerant and is not scheduled for phaseout
under current law. Descriptive information including refrigerant type, ASHRAE
number, constituents and applications appear in the table below.
Genetron
Refrigerant
R-422D
125/134a/600a

Type

Blend

Replaces

Applications

Comments

HCFC-22

Unitary Air
Conditioning
Chillers
without flooded
heat-exchangers

Use of POE oil will
enhance oil return,
if required

Genetron 422D is a replacement
Genetron 422D is an HFC-based refrigerant. The mass flow differences as
well as the slightly different operating pressures should be evaluated. Check
with the compressor manufacturer to determine if the existing lubricant
is acceptable. The retrofit procedures listed here have been developed
by Honeywell to address these issues and to help technicians perform
successful retrofits of HCFC-22 systems utilizing positive-displacement
(reciprocating, rotary and scroll) compressors.
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Retrofit Procedures
In retrofitting an existing air conditioning system, material compatibility and
the condition of the existing seals and gaskets must be taken into account. It is
recommended to change any O-rings, seals and other elastomers used in the
system, (as expected in any retrofit to HFC). In most air conditioning and heat
pump systems this only applies to the Schrader valve seal and cap seal material.

1. Record Baseline Data
Before making any hardware changes, compare current system operating
data with normal operating data. Correct any deficiencies and record final data
as a performance baseline. Data should include temperature and pressure
measurements throughout the system including the evaporator, compressor
suction and discharge, condenser and expansion device. These measurements
will be useful when adjusting the system with an alternative refrigerant.

2. Isolate R-22 Refrigerant Charge
The HCFC refrigerant charge should be removed from the system using an
approved recovery machine capable of meeting or exceeding the required levels
of evacuation. The charge must be collected in a recovery cylinder.
DO NOT VENT THE REFRIGERANT
Knowing the recommended R-22 refrigerant charge size for the system is
helpful. If it is not known, weigh the entire amount of refrigerant removed. This
amount can be used as a guide for the initial quantity of alternative Honeywell
refrigerant to be charged to the system.

3. Choose Compressor Lubricant
In most instances, the lubricant in use with R-22 is mineral oil or alkyl benzene.
Genetron 422D retrofit of a system with short connecting lines typically will not
require an oil change or modification. Honeywell recommends using a miscible
lubricant approved by the compressor manufacturer. Differences among
lubricants make it difficult to assume that they are interchangeable. Check with
the compressor manufacturer for the correct viscosity grade and brand for the
compressor in the system being retrofitted. If the lubricant is contaminated or an
acid test indicates high levels of acidity, then a lubricant change is warranted.
Field trials have indicated that a simple HVAC system will work with 100%
mineral oil. On more complex systems oil return can be enhanced by adding
15% -20% synthetic POE oil. Systems with receivers or low-side accumulators
(heat pumps) will require a higher ratio of POE to mineral oil.
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4. Evaluate the Expansion Device and relief valves
Honeywell recommends consulting with the equipment manufacturer before
retrofitting. Most HCFC-22 A/C systems with either expansion valves or
capillary tubes will operate satisfactorily with Genetron 422D.
When retrofitting from R-22 to R-422D the relief valve size (if equipped) may
need to be increased.
Please refer to manufactures literature for sizing guidelines. Honeywell does
recommend replacing the relief valves in any case to ensure they are in good
working order.
R-422D
Expansion Valve G Valve

No adjustment anticipated

Capillary Tube

Need to optimize charge superheat@ evaporator outlet
to prevent liquid floodback (compressor)

5. Replace the Filter Drier
Following system maintenance, a recommended service practice is to replace
the filter drier. There are two types of filter driers commonly used in refrigeration
equipment: loose-fill and solid-core.
Check with your wholesaler to make sure the replacement filter drier is
compatible with the Honeywell refrigerant being used.
When changing to an HFC-miscible lubricant, particularly to a more polar
lubricant such as polyol ester, it may be beneficial to add a suction line filter.

6. Reconnect the System and Evacuate
Use normal service practices to reconnect and evacuate the system. To remove
air and other non-condensables, Honeywell recommends evacuating the
system to a full vacuum of 1,000 microns or less from both sides of the system.
However, attempting to evacuate a system with the pump connected only
to the low-side of the system will not adequately remove moisture and noncondensables such as air. Use a good electronic gauge to measure the vacuum.
An accurate reading cannot be made with a refrigeration gauge.

7. Check the System for Leaks
Check the system for leaks using normal service practices.
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8. Charge System with Genetron HFC Refrigerant
When replacing HCFC-22 with Genetron® 422D, use the same charging
procedures that you would use for the refrigerant being replaced. When
working with Genetron 422D it is important to remember that these are blend
refrigerants. It is essential that blend refrigerants be charged by removing only
liquid from the cylinder. A throttling valve should be used to control the flow of
refrigerant to the suction side to ensure that the liquid is converted to vapor
prior to entering the system.
NOTE: To prevent compressor damage, do not charge liquid into the suction line
of the unit.
Never vapor charge the system with vapor from a 400-series refrigerant cylinder. Vaporcharging may result in the wrong refrigerant composition and could damage the system.
Systems being charged with Genetron 422D require a slightly smaller charge
size than HCFC-22.
For expansion valves or optimized capillary tube systems, the typical charge
size relative to the HCFC-22 being replaced appears below.
Relative Charge Size
Genetron Refrigerant

HCFC-22 100%

422D

4% - 5% less

As part of general procedure, Honeywell recommends initially charging the
system with 85 percent by weight of the original system charge and then
adding refrigerant as necessary in 5% increments to obtain equal baseline
performance.
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9. Check System Operation
Start the system and allow conditions to stabilize. If the system is
undercharged, add refrigerant in increments of 5 percent by weight of the
original charge. Continue until desired operating conditions are achieved.
It may be necessary to reset the pressure cutouts to compensate for the
different pressures of the replacement refrigerant. This procedure should
be done carefully to avoid exceeding the recommended operating limits of
the compressor and other system components. The use of an unoptimized
capillary tube will make the system more sensitive to charge and/or operating
conditions. As a result, system performance will change more quickly if the
system is overcharged (or undercharged). To avoid overcharging, it is best
to charge the system by first measuring the operating conditions (including
discharge and suction pressures, suction line temperature, compressor amps,
superheat) instead of using the liquid line sight glass as a guide.
For blend refrigerants, pressure-temperature data will include bubble pressure
and dew pressure data. To determine superheat, use the dew pressure column.
To determine subcooling, use the bubble pressure column. To find average
evaporating or condensing temperature, find the measured pressure in both
the bubble and dew columns and take the average of the two corresponding
temperatures.

10. Label Components and System
After retrofitting the system with Genetron® 422D, label the system
components to identify the specific refrigerant and specify the type of lubricant
(by brand name) in the system. This will help ensure that the proper refrigerant
and lubricant will be used to service the equipment in the future.
Unit Charge labels are available through your Honeywell Refrigerants
wholesaler.
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Recommended Retrofit Checklist

1.	 Record baseline data on original system
performance.

11.	 Evaluate and replace all elastomer seals
including Schrader valves.

2.	 Recover refrigerant charge using appropriate
recovery equipment.

12.	 Replace filter driers and suction filters.
13.	 Leak check the system.

3.	 Record the amount of refrigerant recovered.

14.	 Evacuate the system.

4.	 Choose compressor lubricant. Consult the
compressor manufacturer’s data to verify
that the same synthetic grade and weight is
suitable for use with R-422D.

15.	 Charge the system with the new refrigerant. In the case of R-422D remove only
liquid from the charging cylinder.

5.	 R-422D: Use of POE will enhance oil return
if required.	

16.	 Initial charge should be approximately
85% of the R-22 charge by weight record
the amount of refrigerant charged.

6.	 If required, drain the existing lubricant from
the compressor’s separators and oil reservoirs.

8.	 Change lubricant filters if present.

17.	 Check system operation and adjust
operating controls. The discharge
pressure of R-422D is slightly higher and
condenser fan and ambient controls may
require adjustment.

9.	 Recharge the system with polyol ester
lubricant, use the same amount (volume)
that was removed.

18.	 Adjust refrigerant charge if necessary
in increments of 5 percent of original
charge weight.

10.	 Evaluate the expansion devices: consult the
valve manufacturers for recommendations.
No change is necessary in most cases.

19.	 Label components and the system with
the type of refrigerant and lubricant.

7.	 Measure amount (volume) of lubricant
removed.

Genetron® 422D
Compatibility: Plastics and Elastomers
Neoprene (Chloroprene) S
EPDM
S
Butyl Rubber
D
S: Suitable D: Suitability dependent on formulation
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Honeywell Refrigerants Pressure-Temperature Charts

Pressure

Genetron 422D

Genetron 22

Temperature (°F)

Temperature (°F)

(psig)

Average

Bubble

Dew

0

-41.4

-45.8

-37.0

-41.5

10

-20.8

-24.8

-16.7

-20.4

20

-5.9

-9.7

-2.1

-5.2

30

5.9

2.3

9.6

6.9

40

15.9

12.4

19.4

17.1

45

20.4

17.0

23.8

21.7

50

24.6

21.2

27.9

26.0

55

28.5

25.2

31.8

30.0

60

32.3

29.0

35.5

33.9

65

35.9

32.7

39.1

37.5

70

39.3

36.1

42.4

41.0

75

42.5

39.4

45.6

44.3

80

45.6

42.6

48.7

47.5

85

48.6

45.6

51.6

50.6

90

51.5

48.5

54.5

53.5

95

54.3

51.4

57.2

56.4

100

57.0

54.1

59.9

59.1

105

59.6

56.7

62.4

61.8

115

64.6

61.8

67.4

66.9

125

69.3

66.6

72.0

71.7

135

73.7

71.1

76.4

76.2

145

78.0

75.4

80.5

80.6

155

82.0

79.5

84.5

84.7

165

85.9

83.4

88.3

88.7

175

89.6

87.2

92.0

92.5

185

93.2

90.8

95.5

96.2

195

96.6

94.3

98.9

99.7

205

99.9

97.7

102.1

103.1

210

101.5

99.3

103.7

104.8

215

103.1

100.9

105.3

106.4

220

104.7

102.5

106.8

108.0

225

106.2

104.1

108.4

109.6

230

107.7

105.6

109.8

111.1
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Pressure

Genetron 422D

Genetron 22

Temperature (°F)

Temperature (°F)

(psig)

Average

Bubble

Dew

235

109.2

107.1

111.3

112.7

240

110.7

108.6

112.8

114.2

245

112.1

110.1

114.2

115.7

250

113.6

111.5

115.6

117.1

255

115.0

113.0

117.0

118.6

260

116.3

114.4

118.3

120.0

265

117.7

115.8

119.7

121.4

270

119.1

117.1

121.0

122.8

275

120.4

118.5

122.3

124.2

280

121.7

119.8

123.6

125.5

285

123.0

121.2

124.9

126.9

290

124.3

122.5

126.1

128.2

295

125.6

123.7

127.4

129.5

300

126.8

125.0

128.6

130.8

305

128.0

126.3

129.8

132.1

310

129.3

127.5

131.0

133.3

315

130.5

128.7

132.2

134.6

320

131.7

130.0

133.4

135.8

325

132.8

131.1

134.5

137.0

330

134.0

132.3

135.6

138.2

335

135.1

133.5

136.8

139.4

340

136.3

134.7

137.9

140.6

345

137.4

135.8

139.0

141.8

350

138.5

137.0

140.1

142.9

355

139.6

138.1

141.2

144.1

360

140.7

139.2

142.2

145.2

365

141.8

140.3

143.3

146.3

370

142.8

141.4

144.3

147.5

375

143.9

142.5

145.4

148.6

HCFC-22 For Reference
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Worldwide Sales Offices
United States
Honeywell International
115 Tabor Road
Morris Plains, NJ 07950
Phone: 800-631-8138

Honeywell Chemicals, Korea
6F Janghakjaedan, B/D 44-1
Bangpo-Dong, Seocho-Ku
Seoul137040, Korea
Phone: 8-22-595-0204
Fax: 8-22-595-4964

Customer Service
To place an order from
anywhere in the Continental United
States, Hawaii
and the Caribbean:
Phone: 800-522-8001
Fax: 800-458-9073

Honeywell Specialty Chemicals
(Singapore) Pte. Ltd.
17 Changi Business Park Central 1
Honeywell Building
Singapore 486073
Phone: 65-6355-2828
Fax: 65-6783-2947

Canada:
Phone: 800-553-9749
Fax: 800-553-9750

Canada
Honeywell Asca. Inc.
3333 Unity Drive
Mississauga, Ontario
L5L 3S6
Phone: 905-608-6325
Fax: 905-608-6327

Honeywell International
71 Queens Road,
Ground Floor
Melbourne, Victoria 3004
Australia
Phone: 61-3-9529-1411
Fax: 61-3-9510-9837

Southern Europe,
Middle East and Africa
Phone: +39-02-9379-6777
ext. 24 / 25 and 26
Fax: +39-02-9379-6761

Asia-Pacific
Honeywell (China) Co., ltd.
No 430, Li Bing Road
Zhang Jiang Hi-Tech Park
Pudong New Area, Shanghai 201203
China
Phone: 86-21-2894-2000
Fax: 86-21-5855-2719

Northern and Central Europe
Honeywell Belgium NV
Haasrode Research Park
Grauwmeer 1
3001 Heverlee
Belgium
Phone: 32-16-391-212
Fax: 32-16-391-371

Honeywell Japan Inc.
New Pier Takeshiba
South Tower Building, 20th Floor
1-16-1 Kaigan, Minato-ku,
Tokyo 050022, Japan
Phone: 81-3-6730-7000
Fax: 81-3-6730-7221

Southern Europe,
Middle East and Africa
Honeywell Fluorine Products Italia Srl
V. Le Milanofiori El
20090 Assago - MI - Italia
Phone: 0039-02-89259601
Fax: 0039-02-57500815

Latin America/Caribbean
Honeywell Chemicals Mexico
Constituyentes 900
Col. Lomas Atlas
C.P. 950, Mexico DF
Mexico
Phone: 52-55-5549-0303
Fax: 52-55-5544-9803

For more information:
www.honeywell-refrigerants.com

Northern and Central Europe
Phone: +32-16-391-209
Phone: +32-16-391-216
Fax: +32-16-391-235

Outside these areas:
Phone: 1-973-455-6300
Fax: 1-973-455-2763

Although Honeywell International Inc. believes that the information contained herein is accurate and reliable, it is
presented without guarantee or responsibility of any kind and does not constitute any representation or warranty of
Honeywell International Inc., either expressed or implied. A number of factors may affect the performance of any products
used in conjunction with user’s materials, such as other raw materials, application, formulation, environmental factors
and manufacturing conditions among others, all of which must be taken into account by the user in producing or using
the products. The user should not assume that all necessary data for the proper evaluation these products are contained
herein. Information provided herein does not relieve the user from the responsibility of carrying out its own tests and
experiments, and the user assumes all risks and liabilities (including, but not limited to, risks relating to results, patent
infringement, regulatory compliance and health, safety and environment) related to the use of the products and/or
information contained herein.
Genetron and Solstice are registered trademarks of Honeywell International Inc.

Honeywell Refrigerants
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Phone: 1-800-631-8138
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